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Accomodation in Košice 
 

*Recommended by the organisers. 

GOLDEN ROYAL Boutique hotel & SPA**** 

Vodná 8, Košice 

 

GOLDEN ROYAL Boutique hotel & SPA**** is hotel in the centre of  Košice.  This luxury 

hotel is situated in a quiet locality only 200 meters from Hlavna street, which is the main street of 

city center.  Hotel provides accomodation in 24 high standard rooms and suites. In Boutique hotel 

there is also famous restaurant with winter garden, congress hall and variable convention 

rooms. The hot new of hotel´s services is very popular Indian ayurvedic RASAJÁNA SPA. All 

therapies and services in RASAJÁNA SPA are provided by indian stuff.  

 

Price of Accomodation: Single bed: 105 EUR 

    Double or twin bed: 120 EUR 

 

**If you are interested in using the accomodation services of GOLDEN ROYAL Boutique 

hotel & SPA**** during the conference, please contact us at the E-mail address 

ivo.skorvanek@medius.sk and we will take care of the reservation for you. 

 

City Residence 

Bačíková 18, Košice 

Comfortable and stylish hotel in the historical center only 200 meters from the Main Street. Eight 

tastefully decorated and incredibly spacious apartments with full facilities for the demanding 

business travellers. Excellent choice for short-term as well as long-term stays. 

 

In City Residence you can enjoy peaceful sleep in the heart of the city with breakfest directly in the 

suite. Maximum comfort, glass of wine for relaxation and excellent coffey in the cafe with a patio. 

 

Price of accomodation:  1 person: 79 EUR 

    2 persons: 99 EUR 

** If you are interested in using the accomodation services of City Residence during the 

conference, please contact us at the E-mail address ivo.skorvanek@medius.sk and we will take 

care of the reservation for you. 
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Hotel Dália 

Lofflerova 1, Košice 

Eco Friendly Hotel Dalia is situated on a quiet street in the center of Kosice, only 5 minutes walk 

from Main Street. 

The hotel offers comfortable accommodation in 37 rooms of 3 * and 4 * category, 4 conference 

rooms with capacity of up to 120 guests, a gourmet restaurant for 60 guests, stylish SAVOY café , 

wellness center and convenient parking. 

 

Hotel Dália in Košice is one of the first ecological hotels in Slovakia. 

Price of accomodation:  Single bed: from 75 to 99 EUR 

    Double bed: from 95 to 119 EUR 

 

More information and reservations at http://www.hoteldalia.sk/.  

 

Penzión Chrysso 

Zvonárska 3, Košice 

Penzión Chrysso provides its customers the most valuable thing - an excellent price / quality ratio.  

Luxurios rooms and apartments were created by combining high quality designe, premium 

materials, pleasant colours and modern technology. Brand Chrysso offers comfort, convenience, 

privacy and is a symbol of modern taste. 

 

Price of accomodation:  Single bed: 58 EUR 

    Double bed: 68 EUR 

More information and reservations at http://www.penzionchrysso.sk/.  
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